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Dancers strictly the best

- Sport

A CAMBRIDGE dance troupe has scooped first prize at the British national
championships.
Members of XS Latin, who practise at Milton Community Centre and are coached by
Bruce Lait and David Mallabone, won the Latin formation event at the national
championships in Blackpool and will now go on to perform at next year's world
championships.

Mary Platts, a member of the team, said: "The world stage is phenomenally different
to the level of a British competition.
We are quite nervous but the whole team is looking forward to it."
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Originally made up of ex-student dancers from Cambridge University, XS Latin now
boasts members of different ages and backgrounds. They hope to gain sponsorship
in order to practise more often and help finance their operations.
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In a formation comprising eight couples, they performed a routine featuring different
styles of Latin dance, based on the music of Tom Jones.
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Cambridge City News, all of the latest breaking stories from Cambridge. Read all about the local events, new jobs on offer and properties for sale as well as keeping up to date with local news stories. Cambridge is a university
town and is thriving with art and culture, Cambridge is located in East Anglia and is just 50 minutes away from London. Cambridge City News allows you to keep up to date with breaking news stories and forthcoming events
located within Cambridge. Our reporters attend Cambridge events, carry out interviews within the community and most importantly report on breaking news stories. Cambridge News also offers local news stories from the
surrounding villages.
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